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extremely profitable. Hence when a wonderfully productive oil region
was discovered on the northeast coast of Mexico near Tampico, Ameri-
cans, British, Germans, Dutch, and other foreigners all hastened to get
control of as much land as possible. The production of oil increased so
rapidly that, although it was negligible in 1910, Mexico soon stood next
to the United States as an oil producer, and the Tampico region produced
more oil than any other area of equal extent. Similar occurrences have
taken place in Colombia, Iran,jmd especially ^Venezuela. In 1920 Vene-
zuela produced practically no oil. In 1939 it rivaled Russia for second
place and produced five times as much as Mexico. Political conditions
there are so uncertain that the oil companies, chiefly American, British,
and Dutch, immediately ship the oil away from Lake Maracaibo, where
most of it is produced. It goes largely to great refineries on the neighbor-
ing islands of Oruba and Curasao. Since these are Dutch, they were
politically safe until the second World War.
The oilfields of Mexico have played a conspicuous part in international
golitics. ^ince^MexiarRaT''little coal, oills By^aFlTer"greatest fuelT It
is used not only foTfactones, streetcar lines, and lighting systemsfbut also
for about half the railways. Still more important from the Mexican
standpoint is the fact that taxes on oil lands and on exported oil are an
important source of government revenue^ Because of these facts there
was for a while much conflict among three sets of people, each wishing
to get as much as possible from the oilfields: (1) the foreign exploiters
who had acquired title to the lands and had invested much money; (2) the
Mexican government, which felt that it must impose heavy taxes in order
that Mexico might get its fair share of the great wealth that keeps flowing
out of the ground; and (3) Mexican bandits and rebels, who also wanted
a share in this wealth and sometimes terrorized the workers at the oilfields,
robbed and even killed the paymasters and others, and thus compelled
the oil companies to pay large sums for protection. The Mexican govern-
ment was sometimes unable to prevent this or to punish the offenders.
Such complications led many persons to say that people from the United
States have no right to exploit the resources of their more backward and
less competent neighbor, while others said that this country ought to
intervene and give Mexico a good government.
In the end the Mexican government took the oilfields entirely away
from foreign owners. It promised to pay for them. Inasmuch as Mexico,
like most Latin American countries within the tropics, frequently defaults
on its government bonds, this was not at all satisfactory, and much politi-
cal argument ensued. To make matters worse Mexico agreed to sell a
large part of the oil to Germany, thus adding a new complication. Then
the second World War broke out, and England and France prevented any

